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Kinetic study of CO2 reaction with CaO by a modifi ed random pore model
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In this work, a modifi ed random pore model was developed to study the kinetics of the carbonation reaction of 
CaO. Pore size distributions of the CaO pellets were measured by nitrogen adsorption and mercury porosimetry 
methods. The experiments were carried out in a thermogravimeter at different isothermal temperatures and CO2 
partial pressures. A fractional concentration dependency function showed the best accuracy for predicting the 
intrinsic rate of reaction. The activation energy was determined as 11 kcal/mole between 550–700oC. The effect of 
product layer formation was also taken into account by using the variable product layer diffusivity. Also, the model 
was successfully predicted the natural lime carbonation reaction data extracted from the literature.
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INTRODUCTION

        Carbon dioxide emission continued an upward trend in 
the 21st century. Fossil fuels are responsible for more than 
75% of anthropogenic CO2 emission1. Carbon dioxide 
capture using calcium oxide in a carbonation/calcination 
cycle is one of the promising methods to remove CO2 
from fl ue gas of stationary sources2. This process has 
attracted so much attention due to its advantages with 
respect to other well-known processes such as amine-ba-
sed absorption. The cheap sorbents and high temperature 
nature of carbonation and calcination reactions reduce 
the effi ciency penalty which it imposes upon a power 
station to about 6–8% including CO2 compression3. Also, 
circulating fl uidized bed reactors are suitable for large 
scale capture process4, 5, 6.

Bhatia and Perlmutter7 studied the carbonation reaction 
and proposed a random pore model which exploits a rela-
tionship between the actual volume of the porous matrix 
and ideal volume in the absence of pore intersections. 
Their model also considers diffusion and transport effects, 
including the buildup of product layer. Khoshandam et 
al developed a grain model to predict the carbonation 
reaction behavior8. Sun et al used grain model to obtain 
kinetic constants for calcined limestone and dolomite9. 
Their results showed that intrinsic rate have a variable 
order as a function of CO2 partial pressure. The same 
group developed a new gas-solid model based on discrete 
pore size distribution measurement which successfully 
predicted their experimental data in a wide range of 
temperatures and CO2 partial pressure10. 

Different reaction orders and activation energies were 
reported by different authors for reaction of CO2 with 
calcium oxide. Zero activation energy for surface reaction 
was obtained by Nitsch and further supported by Bhatia 
and Perlmutter and Dennis and Hayhurst7, 11, 12. The 
uncertainty of intrinsic reaction order is another issue 
with respect to carbonation reaction. Sun et al found 
that reaction rate has a variable order as a function 
of CO2 partial pressure9. For CO2 partial pressures of 
less than 10 kPa, the reaction rate was fi rst order. For 
higher partial pressures, however, it was found to be 
zero order. On the other hand, Grasa et al obtained fi rst 

order reaction for CO2 partial pressures up to 1 atm by 
using conventional random pore model13.

In this work, the kinetics of carbonation reaction was 
investigated using three different limes including initial 
CaO, a calcium oxide from CaCO3 calcination and natural 
lime13. The experiments were carried out in a thermogra-
vimeter analyzer (TGA) between 550–700oC and 7–50% 
CO2/N2. The conventional random pore model with acco-
unting a pore size distribution for solid reactant, diffusion 
in the pores and through product layer and diminishing 
porosity during the reaction was selected as the basic 
mathematical model. The last item is due to high molar 
volume ratio of solid product (CaCO3) with respect to 
solid reactant (CaO) in this reaction. The random pore 
model was modifi ed for consideration of the bulk fl ow 
effect, and a general concentration dependency. More-
over, the dense CaCO3 product layer formation caused 
a sudden shift in the reaction rate slopes, and thus the 
variable product layer diffusivity was used in the random 
pore model. Consequently, the inherent kinetic constants 
for the CaO+CO2 reaction can be evaluated accurately.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

Two types of starting materials were used: a) calcium 
oxide (Merck Art. No.102109) and b) calcium carbonate 
(Merck Art. No.102059). Since calcium oxide was in the 
small lumps form, it was crushed, powdered and sieved 
to the mesh size of 200. The slab pellets were made by 
pressing CaO and CaCO3 powder at 5 MPa in a cylin-
drical die with 10 mm diameter and 1 mm thickness.

The system used for the experiments consists of a TGA 
from Rheometric Scientifi c (model STA-1500). High 
purity CO2 and nitrogen were used for the experiments. 
The pellet is put on a platinum basket cell in the TGA. 
The system is heated under an inert gas stream (gas 1) 
with the rate of 20oC/min, up to the desired isothermal 
operating temperature. After fi ve minutes, the system is 
switched to a reacting gas mixture (a predefi ned CO2/
N2 mixture) as gas 2 and reaction begins at the desired 
temperature. At this condition, the weight changes are 
obtained versus time by TGA at a constant temperature. 

The total gas fl ow rate was increased until no change 
in the conversion-time data was observed. Therefore, 
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the gas phase mass transfer resistance was eliminated 
in the overall controlling mechanisms of the reaction.

The nitrogen adsorption and mercury porosimetry 
were used to evaluate the pore size distributions of the 
samples (pellets after calcinations and decomposition). 
Nitrogen adsorption (by Autosorb-1MP from Quanta-
chrome) determines the porous structure in the range 
of micro and meso pores by a 55 point test. However, 
larger macro pores that are out of the detection range 
of nitrogen adsorption can be determined by mercury 
porosimetry. By using both of above methods and combi-
ning their results, the whole pore size distributions in the 
range of 0.3–10 000 nm can be evaluated. However, the 
preliminary nitrogen adsorption tests on the initial and 
partially reacted CaO pellets showed a negligible contri-
bution of micro pores (from HK model) in the reaction 
with CO2. Therefore, the volume pore size distribution 
was determined according to the BJH model (for meso 
pores) by nitrogen adsorption, and Washburn equation 
(for macro pores) by mercury porosimetry. Then the 
random pore model parameters were determined from 
the above mentioned whole pore size distribution of the 
solid reactant pellet.

MODEL DEVELOPMENT

The random pore model presented here is a modifi ed 
version of the model developed by Bhatia and Perlmut-
ter13 with the following assumptions.

Consider the reaction:
  (1)

1 – The system is isothermal.
2 – The pseudo steady state approximation is valid for 

gas diffusion in the solid.
3 – The slab pellet thickness is constant.
4 – The bulk gas concentration is constant in the TGA.
5 – Bulk fl ow effect through the pellet is also consi-

dered.
6 – A general concentration dependency is accounted.
7 – Variable product layer diffusivity is considered.
For a pellet with slab geometry, the mass balance for 

gaseous reactant A is:

 (2)

Where RA is the local rate of consumption of the 
fl uid reactant A per unit volume. The molar fl ux NA 
is given by:

 (3)
And from the stoichiometry:

 (4)
Substituting equation (4) in equation (3) and rear-

ranging, we get:

 (5)

Combining equation (2) and (5), we obtain:

 (6)

So, the modifi ed random pore model dimensionless 
equations are expressed as follows14:

 (7)

 (8)

Which the initial and boundary conditions are:

 (9)

In these equations, ψ is the random pore model para-
meter which is a function of initial pore size distribution 
of the pellet, â is the modifi ed Biot modulus presenting 
the product layer diffusion resistance, f(a) is the concen-
tration dependency function, and Z is the molar volume 
ratio of the solid product to the solid reactant as follows:

 (10)

The molar volume ratio of calcium carbonate to calcium 
oxide for carbonation reaction is 2.17. The structural 
parameters of the model can be calculated from the 
pore volume distribution functions as follows7:

  (11)

  (12)

  (13)

  (14)

The equation suggested by Wakao and Smith is used to 
obtain the pore diffusion as a function of pellet porosity15:

 (15)

The effective initial diffusivity of the reactant gas 
through the lime pores can be obtained as follows:

 (16)

Where DAM is the molecular diffusivity and is estimated 
from Slattery and Bird16 equation. DAK is the Knudsen 
diffusivity and can be calculated as17:

 (17)

RESULTS

The pore size distributions of both sorbents are shown 
in Figure 1. As can be seen in this fi gure, calcined cal-
cium carbonate shows bigger pore sizes than calcium 
oxide pellet especially at macro-pore region. It seems 
that during the calcination process, the porosity of 
calcium carbonate pellet increases respectively due to 
losing the CO2 molecules. The structural parameters of 
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the sorbents are shown in Table 1 for the two calcium 
oxide pellets used in this work and calcined limestone 
from the experiments of Grasa 13.

Figures 3 shows some conversion-time data at various 
temperatures and CO2 concentrations obtained from 
TGA for calcined CaCO3 and initial CaO pellets respec-
tively. As seen in Figure 3 for calcined CaCO3 pellet, 
after an initial rapid growth, there is a sudden transition 
to a much slower reaction rate regime. But for initial 
CaO pellet, there is a short kinetic control regime for 
reaction and after that, diffusion controls the overall 
reaction and the rate decreases sequentially. Moreover, 
the fi nal conversion of the calcined CaCO3 pellet for 

Table 1. Structural parameters of solid reactants for the random pore model

Figure 3. Experimental conversion-time profi les at different temperatures and CO2 concentrations for CaO from calcined CaCO3 
and original CaO

Figure 2. Effect of bulk fl ow on the conversion-time profi les. 
Sh = 1, Φ = 4, ψ = 1.1, ε0 = 0.35, β = 2 (θ > 0 
product gas, θ = 0 equimolar counter fl ow, θ < 0 
reactant gas) Figure 1. Pore size distributions for the two different reactant 

samples (CaO and calcined CaCO3) measured by 
nitrogen adsorption and mercury porosimetry

The effect of bulk fl ow on the reaction conversion is 
shown in Figure 2. Because there is no product gas for 
carbonation reaction of carbon dioxide with calcium oxi-
de (θ<0), the inward bulk fl ow speeds up the diffusion, 
thus increasing the overall rate of reaction. Therefore, 
neglecting the bulk fl ow effect in kinetic study of non-
-equimolar counter-diffusion reactions poses some error 
in rate constants.
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Table 2. Deviation of different kinetic functions from equation (18) at different temperatures, and kinetic constants from a frac-
tional concentration dependency function

a similar operating condition is about four times higher 
than initial CaO pellet sample.

DISCUSSION

It is assumed that for carbonation reaction at initial 
stage, the diffusion through CaCO3 product layer can 
be neglected. Thus the intrinsic reaction kinetics and 
pore diffusion should be considered as controlling me-
chanisms. At this condition, equations (6) and (7) may 
be rearranged as:

 (18)

 (19)

The solid conversion can be computed as:
1

0
( ) 1 ( , )X b y dy     (20)

The dimensionless solid concentration can be esti-
mated by:

 (21)

Differentiation of equation (20) yields:

 (22)
The above equation can be rearranged as:

 0
1

00 0

(1 )

( )

n
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t
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 (23)

The kinetic constants can be calculated by plotting the 
left hand side of equation (23) from the initial experi-
mental conversion-time slopes, versus . Equilibrium 
concentration of CO2 was obtained from Barker’s work18. 
The above mentioned procedure is repeated for each 
concentration dependency and the deviation of points 
from linearity shows the accuracy of the reaction func-
tion f(a) for predicting the experimental data. Also the 
activation energy was evaluated as 11 kcal/mol by fi tting 
kinetic constants to the Arrhenius equation. The results 
of these computations are shown in Table 2. 

It is clear that fractional concentration dependency 
shows the best accuracy with experimental data. This type 
of equation presents a near fi rst order reaction at low 
CO2 concentrations, and the reaction rate dependency 
approaches zero order with increase in concentration. 
Thus, the intrinsic reaction rate concentration dependency 
is presented as follows:

 (24)

The obtained fractional reaction rate function is in 
agreement with some other studies for the kinetics of 
CaO+CO2 reaction. Bhatia and Perlmutter obtained 
a fi rst order reaction for CO2 concentration lower than 
10%7, whereas Kyaw et al claimed a zero order for hi-
gher CO2 partial pressures19. Also, Sun et al studied the 
kinetics of CaO+CO2 reaction using the grain model9. 
They found that the intrinsic rate has a variable order 
with respect to CO2 partial pressure, changing from fi rst 
order to zero order for CO2 partial pressures greater 
than 10 kPa.

The low obtained activation energy in this work (11 
kcal/mol) is also consistent with the literature results. 
Sun et al9 reported an activation energy of 29±4 kJ/mol 
for calcined limestone, but Kyaw et al19 obtained 18.6 
kcal/mol for activation energy of carbonation reaction. 
Bhatia and Perlmutter7 observed no signifi cant trend of 
rate constants with changes in temperatures. 

Bhatia and Perlmutter used an approximate solution 
to solve the problem of rapid change in experimental 
conversion-time slopes for the CaO+CO2 reaction7. They 
assumed that for the second stage, the CO2 concentration 
is linear across the product layer and then established 
an approximate equation for this stage. The derived 
equation predicts the behavior of reaction up to about 
50–60% conversion. However, in the present work the 
product layer diffusivity was assumed as an exponential 
function of solid conversion as follows:

 (25)

 (26)

R2 = 0.962            
The values of parameters a and b were obtained using 

a trial and error method at different temperatures. The 
above equations are in agreement with fi ndings of Mess 
et al. They reported that effective product layer diffusivity 
decreases with time and approaches a constant value for 
times greater than about 600 min20. Also Stendardo et 
al used the same function for product layer diffusion 
variation with conversion in the grain model prediction 
of CaO+CO2 reaction21.

Figure 4 shows a comparison between the model pre-
dictions and experimental data. It can be seen that the 
modifi ed random pore model predicts the conversion-time 
data for calcined CaCO3 very well. The initial calcium 
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oxide pellets, which are less porous than calcined CaCO3, 
were used to validate the model. As can be seen in Fi-
gure 6, the model results are still in agreement with the 
experimental data for the initial CaO reaction with CO2. 

The carbonation experiments carried out by Grasa 13 
were used to validate the model in a practical situation. 
Figure 5 shows a comparison between the experimental 
data and the model results for two different tempera-
tures. The model successfully predicts the carbonation 
reaction behavior for a natural sorbent.

The low value of the effective product layer diffusivity 
in the range of 10–16 cm2/s, and the high value of its ac-
tivation energy (33 kcal/mol) of are both consistent with 
a solid state diffusion hypothesis. But it is still lower than 
88 kcal/mol, measured for lattice diffusivities in single 
crystals of calcite22. However, different impurity contents 
cause different defect structures between product layer 
calcite and a single crystal.

CONCLUSION

A model for CaO+CO2 reaction was formulated based 
on the pore size distributions of solid reactant. This reac-
tion is highly sensitive to the porous solid structure. Thus, 
the pore size distributions are measured by two methods 

for different pore sizes. It is clear that the random pore 
model is more accurate than earlier works based on the 
grain model with a simplifi cation assumption of equal 
grain sizes. On the other hand, the random pore model 
was modifi ed for the effects of bulk fl ow and a general 
concentration dependency.

The inherent rate constants were calculated by the 
above mentioned modifi ed random pore model and 
experimental TGA data at different temperatures. The 
fractional concentration dependency showed better 
accuracy than power-law functions with experimental 
data. This effect can be quite large, increasing with the 
importance of the product layer diffusion. The diffusion 
coeffi cient of CO2 in product layer was determined as an 
exponential function of conversion, with an increasing 
trend while the reaction proceeds. The low value of 
product layer diffusivity with the high relative activation 
energy was quite a typical value associated with the solid 
state diffusion.

Figure 4. Comparison between experimental data and model predictions at different temperatures and CO2 concentrations for 
CaO from CaO (A) and CaCO3 calcination (sample B and C)

Figure 5. Comparison between experimental data of Grasa [10] and model predictions at different temperatures
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NOMENCLATURE

a CA/CA0, dimensionless gas concentration
b CB/CB0, dimensionless solid concentration
CA Gas concentration in the pellet (kmol/m3)
CAb Bulk gas concentration (kmol/m3)
CB  solid reactant concentration (kmol/m3)
CB0  Solid reactant concentration (kmol/m3)
CT  Total gas concentration (kmol/m3)
De Effective diffusivity of gas A in the pellet (m2/s)
De0  Initial effective diffusivity of gas A in the pellet 
 (m2/s)
DP Effective diffusivity of gas A in the product layer 
 (m2/s)
DP0  Initial effective diffusivity of gas A in the product 
 layer (m2/s)
km External mass-transfer coeffi cient (m/s)
ks  Surface rate constant (m4/kmol . s)
kad  Adsorption coeffi cient (m3/kmol)
MB Molecular weight of solid reactant (kg/kmol)
MD  Molecular weight of solid product (kg/kmol)
r Distance from the center of the pellet (m)
L0 Thickness of pellet (m)
S0 Reaction surface area per unit volume (m2/m3)
Sh Sherwood number for external mass transfer 
 (kmR0/De0)
T Temperature (k)
t Time (s)
v0(r) Pore volume distribution function (m3/m . kg)
Vp Cumulative pore volume (m3/kg)
xi Mole fraction of species i
X Solid conversion at each time
y Dimensionless position in the pellet
Z Ratio of molar volume of solid product to solid
 reactant
β  Product layer resistance, 

δ  Variation ratio of the pore diffusion
ε Pellet porosity
ε0 Initial pellet porosity
θ  Dimensionless bulk flow effect parameter, 
 
vi Stoichiometric coeffi cient of the reactant and
 product
B True density of the solid reactant (kg/m3)
D  True density of the solid product (kg/m3)
τ  Dimensionless time

  Thiele modulus for the pellet, .
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